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Abstract 

In the absence of generally acknowledged metrics in the 

public area that could be used to compute and spell out 

cryptographic strength, a small operational group agreed to 

look at the possibility of developing an approach to 

cryptographic metrics The purpose of this paper is to 

report the results of the limited exploratory effort by above 

operational group that investigated the practicality of 

developing metrics for use in specifying the strength of 

cryptographic algorithms. TORDES deals with a small 

sample of selected symmetric cipher block encryption 

algorithms.  
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1. Introduction 

 Cryptography is an art of protecting information from 

undesirable individuals by converting it into a form non-

recognizable by its attackers while stored and transmitted 

[8].In cryptography the term plaintext refers to the actual 

text, encrypted into cipher text. A cipher is a method for 

changing the plaintext into cipher text, Encryption is the 

implementation of the cipher. Decryption is the 

transforming the cipher text back into the plain text. This 

enables us to achieve three primary security goals namely 

Availability means that the information is accessible to 

authorized parsons whenever they need it. Confidentiality 

ensures that computer related assets are accessed by only 

authorized parties. Integrity means assets can be modified 

only by authorized parties or only in authorized way. 

Modifications include writing, changing, deleting and 

creating.  

In this paper we have evaluate the functions of TORDES, a 

partial symmetric Key algorithm. Symmetric algorithms we 

can encrypt and decrypt with text file with the same key. 

The main advantages of symmetric algorithms are their 

security and high speed. 

 Asymmetric algorithms encrypt and decrypt with different 

keys [5]. Data is encrypted with a 32 with random 

generator and lookup table.  

The following list shows the outlines the strengths and 

weakness of symmetric key algorithm.  

 Strengths of symmetric key Algorithms is that it is Much 

faster than asymmetric systems and hard to break if using a 

large key size. Key distribution requires a secure 

mechanism to deliver keys properly. Here we are using 32-

bit key along with several secure computational steps like 

transposition, substitution and binary operations etc [8]. 

Rearranging the letters in a message is called transposition. 

It rearranges the bits, characters, or blocks of characters to 

hide the original meaning. This technique produces an 

anagram that is more secure as the message increases in 

length. 

 

2. TORDES  
TORDES is a block cipher algorithm (Bhushan et al., 

2012) .It is unique independent approach which uses 

several computational steps along with string of operators 

with randomized delimiter selections by using some 

suitable mathematical logic. It is specially designed to 

produce different cipher texts by applying same key on 

same plain text. It is one of the best performing partial 

symmetric key algorithms particularly for the text message 

with limited size in its class. 

It also protects the cipher text from various attacks because 

it does not fully dependent on the key and code cannot be 

deciphered by applying all possible combinations of keys. 

The following information invariably used in TORDES 

For encryption Techniques. 

1) 32 bit key. 

2) Code sequence string generated from a particular 

process. 

3) Transformation of string. 

4) Mirror image of string. 

This shows that the security of text data is not only 

depends upon key value. This really increases the security 

of text file. 
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2.1 Design goals for TORDES operations 
 

A TORDES operation for our architectural and 

cryptographic needs should ideally satisfy the following 

goals: 

 

• Goal 1: Be general-purpose and flexible. The TORDES 

operation should be general-purpose, rather than specific 

to a given algorithm. For example, the TORDES operation 

might have uses in applications as diverse as multimedia 

applications, sorting applications, and cryptography. 

 

• Goal 2: Be easy to implement. The TORDES operation 

should be easy to implement in a variety of processors, 

from high-performance microprocessors down to the 

simplest processors suitable for small information 

appliances and even smart cards. Since many of these 

processors have simple architectures, the new operation 

should ideally require no more than two source registers, 

and write to one destination register upon completion of 

execution. Ideally, the latency through the functional unit 

should allow the operation to execute in a single cycle. On 

the other hand, if the direct hardware support for the 

operation is not available, other instructions should be able 

to emulate the operation efficiently. 

 

• Goal 3: Have good cryptographic properties. The 

TORDES operation should have good cryptographic 

 

Terms Used in TORDES 

 

2.2.1 Transform 

For each mode, the encryption process transforms every 

plain text data block or segment into a corresponding 

cipher text data block or segment with the same bit length, 

so that the cipher text is a sequence of data blocks or 

segments. In this operation, we firstly convert the binary 

string under consideration into bytes. Then we select one 

byte at a time, inverse its bits, and change original 

sequence by inverted bit sequence. All the possible bytes 

of considered string are transformed in similar fashion so 

that the new constructed string contains all the bytes same 

in number to original however with inverted bit sequences 

(Fig.1).The inverse operation of TORDES is also describe 

in the fig 2 while decrypting the data. There will also take 

same operation as described in the paper. 

 

2.2. 2 Random Generator 
 

We have to take two predefined stacks. First stack is 

consisting of different combinations of operators i.e. “+” 

(Add),"_” (Subtract),”*” (Multiply), “/” (Divide) etc. 

Second stack is consisting of combination of delimiters 

i.e.! $,#,@. Those are chosen randomly at code sequence.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Showing Transformation  for TORDES 

 
Fig. 2: Showing  Reverse Transformation  for TORDES 
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2.2.3 Delimiter 
 

A delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters used to 

specify the boundary between separate, independent 

regions in plain text or other data streams. An example of a 

delimiter is the comma, dollar sign character, which acts as 

a field delimiter in a sequence of values. Delimiters 

represent one of various means to specify boundaries in a 

data stream. 

 

2.2.4 Lookup Table 
 

A lookup table [NIST] consists of a list (or matrix, 

depending on the situation) that is used to store 

calculations, for which the time to look them up in the list 

is smaller than having to calculate them (hence the name). 

Lookup tables are commonly created at or near the 

beginning of a program for later use in the program. 

The primary advantage of lookup tables is their speed. 

Simply getting a number from a list is much faster than 

calculating the umber with an algorithm or using a 

trigonometric function. The primary disadvantage of 

lookup tables is their memory usage. Not only do you need 

to use an extra variable to keep track of all the numbers, 

but it is very possible that you can end up storing numbers 

that you won't even use. 

Example  

  Here, there are two predefined stacks and let the key 

value is 3.  

1st Stack * + - + * - - + * -  

2nd Stack @ # ~: $  

For example take a word „doctor‟.  

The ASCII value of„d‟ is 100 and in binary it is 1100100.  

After transformation it comes to be 00100110  

1 and* 

100*3=300 

0 continue + 

0 continue * 

1 and+ 

300+3=303 

1 and - 

303-3=300 

1 and * 

300*3=900 

0 continue – 
 

2.2.5 Mirror Image 

 
The original bit sequence of each nibble (only alternate i.e. 

1, 3, 5, and 7…..) in considered string is replaced by its 

inverted sequence.  This type of inversion is done to all the 

alternate nibbles of considered string.  

 
Fig. 3: Showing mirror image for TORDES 

 

 
Fig. 4: Showing reverse  mirror image for TORDES 

 

The entire string so obtained contains mixture of alternate 

inverted and remaining non-inverted/normal bit sequences 

in all nibbles as compared to original 

In case of inverse mirror image for decrypting data we 

again use original bit sequence of each nibble (only 

alternate i.e. 1, 3, 5, and 7…..) in considered string is 

replaced by its inverted sequence.  This type of inversion is 

done to all the alternate nibbles of considered string. The 

entire string so obtained contains mixture of alternate 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Character_%28computing%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plain_text
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_stream
http://tibasicdev.wikidot.com/variables
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inverted and remaining non-inverted/normal bit sequences 

in all nibbles as compared to original  

 

2.2.6 Strong key 
 

 A weak key is the one which after parity drop operation, 

consists either of all 0‟s, all 1‟s or half 0‟s and half 1‟s., 
0000 FFFF, 00000000. If we encrypt a block with a weak 

key and subsequently encrypt the result with the same 

weak key, we get the original block. A semi weak key 

creates may create same output after twice or third time. 

All these factors are kept in mind while designing 

TORDES. Also TORDES is not completely depends on 

key. 
 

2.2.7 Impact of Terms used in TORDES 
 

TORDES became strong using much operation as describe 

in above as compare to old algorithm of its category like 

DES, TDES, and AES. Its operations makes it secure over 

communication channels. TORDES‟s secret key that does 

not totally depend on the key. As such, if the key value 

becomes known, then we can decipher it without the 

knowledge of code sequence generated from that particular 

processing. It will give salted value in output which is the 

strongest point of TORDES. The related components used 

in algorithm, which made TORDES highly secure even on 

second generation machine. When the result is compared 

with other algorithms [18]. 

 

 3 Conclusions 
 

Security is a very complex and vast topic. There are many 

tools available in market. With the help of those we can 

easily crack the conventional cryptographic data. It is 

necessary to design such an Algorithm which approaches a 

different approach from these conventional algorithms. By 

applying above discussed factors we say that TORDES is 

the one of best direction in this approach. 
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